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Abstract: Laser–plasma interactions (LPIs) hinder the interaction of high-energy laser pulses with
targets. The use of broadband low-coherence light has been proposed to reduce the impact of
LPIs. In this study, to improve the time–frequency characteristics of broadband low-coherence
optical seeds, we proposed an arbitrary time-shaping technique scheme based on optical parametric
amplification (OPA) that differs from traditional arbitrary time shaping. The shaping process and
output characteristics were analyzed in detail. The theoretical and experimental results show that an
arbitrary time-shaping pulse output with a large time-shaping contrast, fast-rising edge, and wide
spectral width can be obtained. The time shaping contrast of the shaped pulse can be >300:1, and the
spectral width is ~40 nm. The output time waveform is smoother than in traditional schemes, and the
noise-like modulation is approximately 4% (approximately equal to the unshaped initial amplified
spontaneous emission source). The arbitrary time-shaping scheme based on OPA provides a viable
solution for the temporal waveform shaping of broadband low-coherence light.

Keywords: ICF; laser–plasma interaction; broadband low-coherence light source; arbitrary time
shaping; OPA

1. Introduction

The physical study of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [1] allows us to observe the
parametric and hydrodynamic instability occurring in high-intensity laser–plasma inter-
action (LPI) [2,3]. This can significantly reduce laser utilization efficiency. LPI is a major
factor limiting the success of fusion. To address this problem, scholars have proposed tech-
niques such as smoothing using spectral dispersion, polarization smoothing, continuous
phase plates, and the introduction of a magnetic field; however, they still do not satisfy
the physical requirements [4–7]. In recent years, several researchers have suggested that
the LPI effect can be improved by limiting the nonlinear effects to a lower level using
special time–frequency-characterized light sources [8–10]. The currently accepted technical
solution is the use of a broadband low-coherence light source. In 2019, Cui et al. proposed a
high-energy, low-temporal-coherence transient broadband pulse system with an amplified
spectral width of ~10 nm, an output pulse coherence time of 318 fs, and energy up to
~1 kJ [11,12]. In 2020, the University of Rochester reported the high-energy optical para-
metric amplification of spectrally incoherent signal systems. Signals composed of mutually
incoherent monochromatic lines or amplified spontaneous emissions were amplified using
a sequence of optical parametric amplifiers pumped at 526.5 nm, with the last amplifier set
in a collinear geometry. They achieved an output of up to several hundred millijoules of
energy and an incoherent spectrum extending over 60 nm [13].

A high-energy laser driver of ICF is composed of a front end, pre-amplifier, main am-
plifier, target, and other diagnostic systems. As an injection laser system, a nanosecond laser
pulse of the front end should possess certain features, such as an arbitrary time waveform,
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high signal-to-noise ratio, and good stability [14]. In the aforementioned study, an amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) in the fiber shaped by an electro-optical modulator was used
as the time-shaping front end, and the article mentioned that the arbitrary time-shaping
schemes of the traditional front end still encounter problems with the arbitrary time shap-
ing of broadband low-coherence light [13]. Electro-optical modulators are modulators that
utilize the electro-optical effect of certain crystals, such as lithium niobate crystals (LiNbO3).
The electro-optical effect is such that when a voltage is applied to an electro-optical crystal,
the refractive index of the crystal changes, resulting in a change in the characteristics of the
light wave passing through the crystal, modulating the amplitude of the optical signal. It
is based on the interference principle, which can lead to the introduction of Fabry–Perot
filtering and high-frequency noise-like modulation [15,16] on the time waveform. Research
on the time–frequency characteristic change processes of broadband low-coherence optical
modulation is not sufficient, particularly the high-frequency noise-like modulation caused
by processes such as time shaping. This is a safety threat for high-power laser devices and
a problem that must be clarified and addressed. Researchers have made many attempts
to address these problems. In 2020, the Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics
proposed and experimentally demonstrated a scheme to achieve the all-optical arbitrary
temporal shaping of broadband low-coherence light based on a saturable absorption effect.
Compared with traditional temporal shaping schemes, such as electro-optic modulation
(EOM) shaping or acousto-optic modulation (AOM) shaping, the modulation on the shaped
pulse profile is significantly smaller. However, problems still occur, such as low signal-to-
noise ratios [17]. In 2022, the University of Rochester proposed a closed-loop control of the
spectral density and pulse shape of nanosecond spectrally incoherent pulses after optical
parametric amplification in infrared (approximately 1053 nm) and sum-frequency genera-
tion to ultraviolet (approximately 351 nm) using spectral and temporal modulation in the
front end [18]. They obtained the spectral density and pulse shape of nanosecond spectrally
incoherent pulses. However, they did not discuss the characteristics of the time-shaping
pulse using optical parametric amplification (OPA) in detail.

Most applications of optical parametric amplifiers are based on the interactions of
spectrally coherent waves. However, their operation with spectrally incoherent waves
has also been reported. For example, the operation of an optical parametric amplifier
with a spectrally incoherent signal was simulated and demonstrated in the context of
polychromatic image amplification and the generation of parametric fluorescence pulses
at the microjoule level using femtosecond pump pulses [19,20]. The operation of optical
parametric amplifiers with spectrally incoherent pump pulses was described in the context
of multiplexing different pump sources [21].

In this study, OPA-based time-shaping schemes were used in a broadband low-coherence
arbitrary time-shaping approach to address high-frequency modulation. In the OPA-based
time-shaping system, the gain in the signal in the coupling process between the pump and
the signal is related to the intensity of the pump. The temporal intensity distribution of the
signal is determined using the pump intensity distribution. By shaping the pump temporal
pulse, we can obtain broadband low-coherence signals of arbitrary shapes. We also discuss the
temporal and spectral characteristics of the signal pulse during the shaping process in detail.

2. Principle and Scheme

Because the main advantage of a broadband low-coherence light source is its low-
coherence spectral characteristics [22–24], we must consider the effect of the time-shaping
process on the spectral coherence of the source. This ensures that the low-coherence
characteristics of the light source will not decrease or even disappear because of shaping
and that the time-domain waveform obtained by shaping is smooth. Currently, the mature
time-domain shaping scheme in ICF experiments uses electro-optic modulators for shaping,
such as the Mach–Zehnder (M-Z) modulator, whose principles are based on the interference
of light. Because the interference effect is wavelength-dependent, for broadband light
sources, the time-shaping process causes missing spectra, resulting in the introduction of
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high-frequency modulation in the time domain, which cannot guarantee complete time-
domain shaping. To address this problem, we propose an arbitrary time-shaping scheme
based on OPA and present a detailed time–frequency characterization.

Simulations of the parametric gain in a nonlinear crystal require the propagation of the
signal, idler, and pump fields in the presence of linear and nonlinear effects. We followed
the approach and notations described by Arisholm [25]. OPA is a frequency-conversion tech-
nique based on a second-order nonlinear χ(2) process. The high-energy pump (frequency
ωp) is passed to the low-frequency signal (frequency ωs) and the idle signal (frequency
ωi) through the mutual coupling of the optical waves. When light propagates through a
medium, whether linear or nonlinear, it is subject to Maxwell’s equations:

∇ ·
→
D = ρ

∇ ·
→
B = 0

∇×
→
E = − ∂

→
B

∂t

∇×
→
H =

→
j + ∂

→
D

∂t

(1)

For a non-magnetic ideal medium (µ = 1), the corresponding equation of matter can
be expressed as:

→
D = ε0

→
E +

→
P

→
B = µ0

→
H

ρ = 0
→
j = σ

→
E = 0

(2)

In a vacuum, ε0 denotes the dielectric constant, µ0 denotes the magnetic permeability,
and σ denotes the electrical conductivity; for a theoretical typical dielectric, σ = 0. Perform-
ing the ∇× operation on Equation (2) combined with other equations yields the following:

∇×∇×
→
E + µ0ε0

∂2
→
E

∂t2 = −µ0
∂2
→
P

∂t2 (3)

Using the vector operator rule ∇×∇×
→
E = ∇(∇ ·

→
E)−∇2

→
E and some approxima-

tions to calculate ∇ ·
→
E = 0, the following equation can be derived:

∇2
→
E − µ0ε0

∂2
→
E

∂t2 = µ0
∂2
→
P

∂t2 (4)

Equation (4) can be used to represent the correspondence between the electric field

strength of the light wave
→
E and the dielectric polarization strength

→
P , where the dielectric

polarization intensity can be divided into two components, denoted as
→
P
(1)

and
→
P
(NL)

, for
the linear and nonlinear components:

→
P =

→
P
(1)

+
→
P
(NL)

(5)

where the dielectric constant can be expressed as ε(1) = 1 + χ(1), and Equation (4) can be
expressed as:

∇2
→
E − µ0ε0ε(1)

∂2
→
E

∂t2 = µ0
∂
→
P
(NL)

∂t2 (6)
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The dielectric constant
→
ε is a parameter that describes the electrical properties of a

medium. In anisotropic media, the electric displacement
→
D and the electric field intensity

→
E satisfy the following relationship:

→
D =

→
ε ·
→
E = ε0

→
ε
(1)
·
→
E (7)

The electric field distributions of three narrow-linewidth plane waves with frequencies
ωp, ωs, ωi can be expressed as:

→
E s(
→
r , t) =

→
e s Ase−j(ωst−

→
k s ·r)

→
E i(
→
r , t) =

→
e i Aie−j(ωit−

→
k ·→r )

→
E p(

→
r , t) =

→
e p Ape−j(ωpt−

→
k p ·
→
r )

(8)

→
k s =

→
k s(ω0) + δ

→
k s(ω) (9)

Without considering absorption, Equation (6) can be rewritten as:

∇×∇×
→
E + µ0ε0

∂2

∂t2 (
↔
ε
(1)
·
→
E) = −µ0

∂2
→
P NL

∂t2 (10)

It satisfies the energy conservation condition (ωp = ωs + ωi) between frequencies.
To attain high conversion efficiency, we select a suitable nonlinear crystal and direction

(∆
→
k =

→
k p −

→
k s −

→
k i = 0) to satisfy the phase-matching condition. The wave vectors

of the pump, signal, and idle light are
→
k p,

→
k s, and

→
k i , respectively. The angles between

the pump and the signal and the idle are ρs and ρi. Under the slow-varying envelope
approximation, the group velocity mismatch problem and the diffraction can be completely
ignored considering that the pulse width of the acting optical wave is in the nanosecond
range. The coupled wave equation of the OPA is:

∂AS
∂z + tanρS

∂AS
∂y = −j

ωsde f f
cnscosρs

A∗i Ape−j∆kz

∂Ai
∂z + tanρi(t)

∂Ai
∂y = −j

ωide f f
cnicosρi

A∗s Ape−j∆kz

∂Ap
∂z + ηtanρp

∂Ap
∂y = −j

ωpde f f
cnp

As Aiej∆kz

(11)

where de f f is the effective nonlinear coefficient, and ∆
→
k =

→
k p−

→
k s−

→
k i is the wave–vector

mismatch at the center frequencies [13]. The following parameters represent spatial walk-off
in crystals:

η =
n2

pYn2
pX

n2
pZn2

p

tanρp = 1
2 n2

psin2α

(
1

n2
pX
− 1

n2
pY

) (12)

The coupled-wave equations for the OPA can be solved numerically using a stepwise
Fourier algorithm [26], including linear frequency-domain and nonlinear time-domain
calculations with Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms at each step. In a linear process, for
a given step δz, the signal, idle, and pump responses are δks(ω)δz, δki(ω)δz, and δkp(ω)δz,
respectively. For nonlinear processes, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is used to
calculate parametric amplification.

Our arbitrary shaping system scheme improves the effect of conventional shaping on
broadband light as shown in Figure 1. In our scheme, the time shaping is realized in an OPA
process. The pump light of the OPA is a narrowband light with an arbitrary time-shaping
capability. The signal light of the OPA is a time-continuous broadband low-coherence
seed source. The OPA process uses an LBO crystal to ensure that the pump and signal are
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incident at a phase-matched angle. The gain of the coupling process between the pump
and the signal is related to the intensity of the pump. As the pump power varies with
time, based on the OPA principle, the gain in the signal light also changes accordingly.
The intensity distribution of the pump determines the signal intensity distribution and,
therefore, indirectly shapes the temporal characteristics of the signal. By adjusting the time
waveform of the pump light, the ability to control the time waveform of the signal light
is obtained.
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Figure 1. OPA-based time shaping structure. The broadband spectral continuous signal is incident
with a narrowband shaping pump to produce a broadband-shaped output signal.

3. Simulations and Experimental Results
3.1. Simulations Results

With the slow-varying envelope approximation and group velocity mismatch problem
being negligible, we calculated the OPA simulation model presented above using a stepwise
Fourier algorithm. Because the injected seed source is a broadband low-coherence ASE
whose spectrum is narrower than the matched bandwidth, the effect of phase mismatch
on the spectrum can be neglected. We simulated a 532 nm pump and a 1053 nm broad-
band low-coherence signal incident at a phase-matched angle to an LBO crystal with a
length of 5 cm. The pump intensity was 1 GW/cm2 and the pulse width was 2 ns. The
signal was continuous and the signal power was 10 mW. The shaping capability, signal-to-
noise ratio, rising edge, and spectral characteristics of an arbitrary time-shaping process
were investigated.

In most nanosecond laser pulse-driven ICFs, the time shaping of the seed source
requires the output of pulses with a certain time–waveform contrast considering the
necessity for gain saturation in subsequent systems and the target compression process
in physical experiments [14]. The time-shaping contrast is defined as the intensity ratio
between the highest and the lowest power of the shaped time waveform, which is typically
in the order of several hundred to one [14]. We simulated the shaping of signal pulses by
modulating the pump under various time-shaping contrast conditions as shown in Figure 2.
When the time-shaping contrast of the pump is 2:1, the time-shaping contrast of the output
shaped signal is 3:1 while the time-shaping contrast of the pump is 100:1, and the contrast
ratio of the output pump is 400:1. We observed that the shaped output pulse responded to
the shape and time waveform contrast of the pump. An output signal with an arbitrary
waveform was obtained by modulating the pump. It shows that the scheme can be used
to obtain high time-shaping contrast signal light and can obtain amplified output pulses
with flexible time-shaping contrast, which can be applied to a wide range of high-power
laser experiments.
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Figure 2. Simulation results of the temporal waveforms of (a) pump and (b) shaped signal with
different time-shaping contrast.

In current high-energy laser experiments, rising edges in the order of several hundred
picoseconds are generally required [27]. The fast response time also affects the rising edge
speed and shaping ability. Theoretically, OPA has the advantage of a short response time.
We simulated fast-rising-edge low-coherence pulse shaping as shown in Figure 3, where
the rising edge of the pump was 100 ps and the rising edge of the shaped signal was 65 ps.
This demonstrates that our system has the advantage of a faster rising edge and can obtain
a rising edge with a magnitude of picoseconds, which satisfies current ICF experimental
requirements. According to the OPA principle, the response time of the rising edge of the
shaped signal light is related to the response time of the nonlinear process, which can be
as short as a few femtoseconds, and the rising time of the pump light. The rising time of
the pump light is only limited by conditions that are considerably larger than the response
time of the parametric process.
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Figure 3. Pump pulse and shaped signal pulse with fast rising edge.

Meanwhile, the signal-to-noise ratio is important in arbitrary time shaping and is
required to be approximately 40 dB within a few nanoseconds before the pulse [14]. Our
OPA-based time-shaping scheme provides a high signal gain owing to its inherent prop-
erties and thus has a higher signal-to-noise ratio than other schemes, such as saturable
absorption effects [17]. We demonstrated a shaped signal generated with a pump intensity
of 2.5 GW/cm2 and a signal intensity of 1 W/cm2, as shown in Figure 4. There was a signal-
to-noise ratio of over 108, which continued to improve as the pump intensity increased in
the unsaturated case. This demonstrated that the proposed solution has the advantage of a
high signal-to-noise ratio.
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In addition, the diverse physical requirements of high-energy laser physics experi-
ments require our solution to achieve various waveform outputs such as short pulses [28],
short pulse trains, and square waves. We simulated the shaped output signal under the
pump using a single short pulse, a short pulse sequence, and the waveforms used in ICF
experiments [29], as shown in Figure 5. Pulses shorter than 100 ps, periodic pulses, and
arbitrary pulse combinations were obtained. The shaped signal was consistent with the
pump waveform (Figure 5). This shows that our scheme can theoretically shape the output
of various waveforms accurately to satisfy the requirements of various high-power laser
physics experiments. This provides a new shaping scheme for subsequent applications.
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Figure 5. Simulation of a wide range of time waveform shaping: (a) short pulse, (b) short pulse trains,
and (c) pulse strings required in ICF experiments.

Corresponding to the temporal shaping process described above, the spectral charac-
teristics of the seed source are preserved owing to the physical principle of OPA, which does
not result in spectral loss or high-frequency modulation. An advantage of the OPA-based
time-shaping scheme is that it ensures a wide spectrum. We simulated broadband light with
a central wavelength of 1050 nm and a spectral bandwidth of over 20 nm for shaping and ob-
tained a shaped signal spectrum that maintained broad-spectrum characteristics, as shown
in Figure 6. The spectra of the shaped pulses retained their low-coherence characteristics.
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3.2. Experimental Arrangement and Results

We built an arbitrary time-shaping system for low-coherence light based on OPA
(Figure 7). It primarily consisted of a pump system, a broadband low-coherence light source,
and an OPA structure. The pump used an arbitrary time-shaping front end, amplification,
and a harmonic conversion scheme commonly used in ICF devices. A distributed-feedback
laser was used to produce a continuous 1064 nm narrow-linewidth laser, which was
electro-optically modulated and combined with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
scheme to achieve arbitrary time shaping. It was then amplified by the fiber amplifier and
injected into a solid-state amplifier to increase the energy to 500 mJ, followed by frequency
doubling to obtain a 532 nm pump light incident on an LBO crystal with an intensity of
approximately 1 GW/cm2. The pump and signal were irradiated together on the LBO
crystal to produce OPA interactions with a phase-matched angle. To increase the energy
conversion efficiency, we made the pump and signal incident on the crystal at a phase-
matching angle. The pump and signal interact at a distance of 25 mm. The pump photons
were converted to broad-spectrum signal photons of the corresponding frequency, and
the response was time-domain modulated to output a broadband, low-coherence light,
time-shaping pulse. The pump shape could be adjusted using an AWG at the front end.
The pump energy was controlled by adjusting the gain of the solid-state amplifier. In the
proposed scheme, the temporal waveform and spectral characteristics of the shaped output
signal were analyzed using an oscilloscope (KEYSIGHT, 4 GHz), a PIN detector (Thorlabs,
5 GHz), and a spectrometer (AvaSpec-Mini4096CL, 0.14 nm). This included analyzing the
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temporal waveform correspondence between the output-shaped signal and pump, the
shaping capability, and changes in spectral characteristics.
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Figure 7. Low-coherent light arbitrary time-shaping system based on OPA structure. It primarily
consisted of a pump light system, a broadband low-coherence light source, and an OPA structure.

To verify the shaping capability of our arbitrary time-shaping scheme based on the
OPA, we injected pump pulses of different time waveform contrasts into the system and
observed the time-shaping contrast of the shaped pulses. We used an AWG to generate 1064
nm seed pulses with different time waveform contrasts. The seed pulses were amplified
using a solid amplifier and then passed through the frequency doubling system to output a
pump pulse of 532 nm. The time waveform contrast of the pump pulse was from 2:1 to 100:1,
and an oscilloscope and PIN detector were used to measure the pump after attenuation
(Figure 8a) and the shaped signal time profile (Figure 8b). The shaped signal responded
well to the intensity waveform of the pump. The signal could be shaped by adjusting the
pump waveform. The OPA-based time-shaping scheme presents a significantly higher
time-shaping contrast and can exceed the maximum pulse time-shaping contrast of 300:1
within the measurement accuracy range compared with other schemes, such as the 17:1
achievable with saturable absorbers [17]. The experiments showed that the time-shaping
contrast of the shaped signal pulse can be controlled by changing the intensity and time
waveform contrast of the pump, illustrating the flexibility and controllability of the OPA-
based time-shaping scheme in ASE broadband arbitrary time shaping.
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Figure 8. Experimental results for (a) the pump with a time waveform contrast from 2:1 to 100:1 and
(b) the shaped signal.

The traditional EOM time-shaping scheme is an M-Z interferometer, which may cause
time-domain variations in the pulse waveform and introduce high-frequency modulation,
which can threaten the safety of high-power physics experimental systems and reduce
their output capability [30]. To demonstrate that the OPA-based time-shaping scheme can
achieve a smooth time waveform, a square pump pulse was used to amplify the broadband
low-coherence signal. Additionally, the shaped signal had a peak modulation of 4% (approx-
imately equal to the unshaped initial amplified spontaneous emission source) (Figure 9b),
significantly smaller than the 23% for the conventional shaping scheme (Figure 9c) [17].
The experimental results demonstrated the feasibility of OPA for broadband optical time
shaping without introducing additional temporal modulation.
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(b) OPA-based time-shaping scheme, and (c) conventional shaping scheme.

Additionally, the rise time of the front end of the shaping pulse was extremely short,
approximately the same as that of the pump pulse (0.3 ns), indicating that the shaping
scheme has the advantage of a short rise time and could achieve a rising edge time on the
sub-nanosecond scale. Owing to the energy conservation in the OPA process, the intensity
of the output-shaped signal increased with the intensity of the pump and input signals
until the optimum input signal and pump energy were reached.

In high-power laser physics experiments, various arbitrary shapes are often required;
therefore, adaptation to various physical requirements is also an indication of shaping
capability. We obtained a short-pulse pump of 200 ps by adjusting the AWG and shaping a
signal pulse with a pulse width of 180 ps (Figure 10a). The pump shape was adjusted to a
comb pulse with a period of 200 ps. We obtained a comb-shaped signal pulse with a period
of 200 ps (Figure 10b). It responded exactly to the shape of the pump. This demonstrated
that the proposed scheme can be adapted to a wide range of physical waveforms.
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The maintenance of the broad-spectral properties of the shaping pulse is important
in the broadband low-coherence light time-shaping process. A spectroscope was used to
measure the spectrum. In Figure 11, the blue line shows the spectrum of the pulse passing
through the optical path from the ASE source, and the red line shows the spectrum of the
shaped and amplified pulse. The spectrum of the shaping pulse remained broad compared
with the incident ASE spectrum, with no significant missing spectra, and the spectral width
was ~40 nm. The experiments demonstrated the broad-spectrum output capability of the
proposed scheme.
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Figure 11. Comparison of spectrum in the OPA-based time-shaping experiment. The blue line is the
original signal, and the red line is the time-shaped pulse.

From the results in the time and frequency domains, we confirmed the feasibility of our
OPA-based time-shaping system for broadband low-coherence optical time-domain shaping.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the effect of conventional time shaping on broadband low-
coherence light and proposed an OPA-based arbitrary time-shaping scheme for broadband
low-coherence light, demonstrating that the OPA can be used for the time shaping of
broadband light, and the broadband spectrum characteristics of the shaped pulses can be
maintained. We analyzed in detail the variation in the time–frequency characteristics during
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broadband low-coherence optical shaping. Compared with conventional shaping schemes,
our scheme achieved flexible arbitrary time-shaping capabilities, while missing spectra
were significantly reduced and broadband spectrum characteristics were maintained. A
higher time-shaping contrast of up to 300:1 or more, fast-rising edges of several hundred
picoseconds, and top modulation down to 4% were also obtained. This plays an important
role in shaping and applying broadband low-coherence light.

The results of this study demonstrate that this scheme can meet the requirements of
the arbitrary time shaping of a high-power laser driver. Due to the current experimental
conditions in our lab, the output energy is several nanojoules, which is close to the output
capacity of traditional ICF front-end systems. In the next step, using a higher input power
will result in a pulse energy of millijoules, which corresponds to the pre-amplifier output
energy in the ICF laser driver. Additionally, the output light can be used as the injection
pulse with broadband spectra and arbitrary time-shaping abilities to seed the subsequent
multi-stage laser amplifiers. More detailed characteristics, including stability, reliability,
and control accuracy, need to be studied.
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